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ABSTRACT 

Formative time delays of the order of 10-9 seconds have been measured 

for impulse-initiated vacuum sparks between de biased electrodes at pres-
-7 sures of the order of 10 mm Hg. 

Gap current-versus -time photographs show a distinct current rise, 

which may or may not lead to a vacuum sparko Data show that vacuum spark

ing continues under special conditions where clump, ion-electron chain reaction, 

and conduction electron cathode heating mechanisms cannot applyo Calculations 

show that anode vaporization from field emission electrons agrees with the 

formative time lag measurements 0 

The time distribution of initiating events following a voltage impulse ex

hibits a random fluctuation about a mean value. The average delay increased 

with electrode spacing and decreased with applied voltage. Results are dis

cussed in terms of possible vacuum spark initiation mechanisms. 
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FORMATIVE TIME DELAY OF HIGH-VACUUM SPARKS 

Harry G. Heard 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

N ovem.b.er 6, 19 53 

INTRODUCTION 

The vacuum !;lpark mechanism has been studied at frequent intervals 

during the last quarter century. Each demand for greater voltage insulation 

in vacuum has resulted in experiments that produce a working hypothesis 

capable of limited extrapolation. In many cases the early hypotheses had to 

be abandoned when measurements were extended to a higher range of voltage. 

To date no consistent theory has been developed that is capable of verification 

or that can predict breakdown voltage prior 'to experiment. Of the many 

mechanisms tlu.at have been devised to explain this phenomenon, at least four 

remain as plausible explanations of high-vacU:um "sparking at pressures below 
-5 

10 · mm Hg. 
1 . 

Snoddy's theory of anode vaporization was advanced following photographic 

studies of the luminous discharge with a rotating mirror. 
2 

· Chiles
3 

later ex

tended the work of Snoddy for a large number of electrode materials and again 

hypothesized that sparking was initiated by field electrons, which vaporized 

the anode. These experiments we:r:e conducted at gaps of the order of 1 mm and 
j 

showed that with rare exception a luminOUS jet starts from the anode l to 5 X 

-8 
10 sec before a cathode hot spot appears. 

Utilizing the segmented insulator technique suggested by Van de Graa££, 

Anderson 
4 

was able to obtain voltages of the order of 400 kv in vacuum across 
' 5 

a single gap. His results, together with those of Trump and Van de Graa££ , 

showed that the onset of high-vacuum sparking occurs at progressively lower 

gradients as the gap and voltage are increased. As Fowler-Nordheim emission 

is extremely sensitive to cathode gradient, these observed results could not be 

reconciled with an initiation hypothesis that qepends on anode vaporization from 

field-emitted electrons. This inconsistency led Trump and Van de Graa££ to 
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. _propose a new multiplication mechanism involving ion-electron and (or) photon

electron chain reactiorts. A systematic study of· ion-elec!ron- and electron-

. . ld h d f '1 d d . h . d . ld ff" . 5 ' 6 • 7 
10n y1e s as to ate a1 e to pro_ uce t e requ1re y1e coe 1c1ents. 

In addition no theoretical picture has been developed based on this multiplication 

hypothesis that ;agrees with the observed square-root dependence between gap 

voltage and elect rode spacing. 

Early attempts to verify the Fowler-Nordheim field emission equation 

produced emission currents at electric fields many times lower than expected.
8
•9• 

10 

Schottky ascribed these discrepancies to microscopic irregularities on the 

electrode surface which produced the required field. This view was confirmed by 

Haefer, 
12 

who observed the- structure of emitting points_ with an electron micro

scope. Agreement between theory and experiment was good whenever the point 
. . - 2 . . 13 14 

was microscopically smooth. Beams, Quarles, and Moore used liquid-

mercury cathodes to study the spark-initiation phenomena for smooth surfa~es. 

They found that, even though short pulses were used to prevent surface distortion, 

breakdown developed at surface gradients below that expected from field emission 

theory. 

The abrupt increase in breakdown field that accompanied the freezing of a 
- 15 . ' 

mercury cathode prompted Tonks to carry out a theoretical investigation of 

the stability of a liquid-metal surface under the influence of an electric field. 

Tonks and (independently) Frenkel
16 

showed by quite different arguments that 
. - . 15 . 
the surface was unstablej further, Tonks calculated the expected time delay 

for surface distortion that would produce the required fields leading to breakdown. 

Warmoltz 
17 

made extensive measurements of the time delay for spark initiation 

for liquid.,.mercury and gallium cathodes. His experimental results are in good 

agreement with Tonk's theory at gradients above 250 kv/cm only when the anode 

is heated prior to the application of the voltage pulse. Lack of agreement with

out special anode heat treatment was ascribed to anode contamination by minute 
- . 
droplets of liquid metal. These droplets were removed by the strong eleGtric 

field and, being charged, were accelerated across the gap to the cathod~. The 

resultant surface disturbance would lead immediately to local high gradient 

regions, which would supply the required field electrons for breakdown. Heating 

the anode just prior to the voltage pulse removed these droplets by vaporization. 

The time delay was then found to increase to the value required for the electric 

field to produce the surface distortion as calculated from Tonk1 s theory. The 
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. size o! possible droplets calculated from his data is in good agreement with this. 

hypothesis. 

Along a similar line of thought, Cranberg 18 adv•nced the third .theqry of 
'1. . 

vacuum sparking for the de case. According to Cranberg, particles of loosely 

adhering materi:al are .detached by electrostatic repulsion f~om one electrode. 

Having charge proportional to the field at the electrode of origin, .these particles 

impinge on .the 9Pposite electrode with sufficient energy per unit area to initiate 

breakdown. Fo-r a given electrode material this argument predicts a constant 

value for .the voltage-gradient product and requires in agreement with experi

mental observations a decrease in gradient for larger gap.s . 

. Quite recently a- careful study of vacuum sparking under exceptionally high 

vacuum wa.s made by Dyke and Trolan. 19 Their observation.s for very high 

gradients with cathode radii of the order of 10'"' 5 em showed that breakdown occurs 

for tungsten tHectrodes at a· critical emission current den~sity of the ·order of 10 
7 

amp/cm2 . Their results led to .the introduction.of the fourth .theol"y of vacuum 

sparking. Dyke conJectured the op-eration pf a cafhode initiation mechanism that 

results from resis-tive heating of the cathode by conduction electrons; the gas 

density and pulse iength were incompatible with an ion-multiplying mechanism. 

It is not clear h~w such an event would conform to .the observed square-root , .. 
dependence·; and it is probable that this mechanism is operative only unqer the 

.: extremely clean conditions of their experiment. 

The developm.ent of four different initiation hypotheses to explain a single 

phenomenon suggests that vacuum sparking cannot be interpreted in terms of a 

unique mechanism that is operative under all instances of the phenomenon. 

There are a few ideas ge.l"mane to all .these conjectures, which have their 

foundation in experimental observations. For example, each hypothesis describes 

vacuum sparki-ng in terms of a .surface rathe.r than a volume phenanenon. The 

motivation for this thinking can be t.raced to the experimental observation that 

for a fixed electrode geometry, breakdown characteristics change with electrode 

materials. None of the hypothese.s describe sparking in terms of a gaseous 

discharge because vacuum sparking exhibits no pr.essure dependence below 10 ... 4 

mm Hg, regardless of electrode geometry or voltage magnitude and wave form. 

All these proposals describe spark initiation as being dependent upon a minimum 

energy density at the surface of one of the electrodes. The sporadic nature o(,. 

sparking is then associated with the attainment of a threshold condition that 
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satisfies this minimum energy-density requirement, 

The experiments described below were directed towards a study of the 

initiation mechanism of high-vacuum sparks. Tests were conducted over a 

range of voltages, electric field gradients and electrode spacings such that all 

four of the proposed spark mechanisms could be operative. A series of cause

and-effect measurements was achieved through the application of extremely 

short high-voltage pulses to a pair of electrodes already biased with a high 

de voltage. The gap current-versus -time photographs with this system reveal 

the operation of-a distinct initiation event, which may or may not lead to a 

vacuum spark. J?hotographs of the gap current-time relation are analyzed and 

discussed in terms of the sparkhypotheses outlined above. 

APPARATUS 

Experiments were conducted in an all-metal kinetic vacuum cavity 

having an approximate volume of 2 cubic feet, Untrapped pressures in the 

10 -? range were attain.ed withouthigh-te~perature bake-but by careful clean-

ing of all inte:dor surfaces of the vacuum system and the elhninaticm of organic 

gaskets from the high-vacuum portion of the cavity. An 85-liter/sec twO-stage 

mercury diffusion pump was isolated from the high-vacuum cavity by means of a 

20°C water-cooled baffle and a 2-square-foot multiple-bounce liquid-nitrogen 

·baffle. A C0
2 

trap isolated the forevac system from the mercury pump. Two

inch-diameter hemispherically-capped cylinder electrodes of lead were used 

in these tests. OLead was chosen as an electrode material because it was known 

a priori that this material would spark at a larger gap than most other materials. 

A large gap was. desired so as to increase the probability of observing any 

mechanism dependent upon gap transit of particles. 

A special 50-ohm impulse generator was developed
20 

to produce up to 

20-kilovolt pulses of either 3 or 80 millimicroseconds•1 duration. Since the 

rise time of these impulses, «less than 0. 6 millimicroseconds) must be less than 

that of the phenomenon observed, it was desirable to minimize pulse distortion 

arising from the pulse-transmission system. This was accomplished by 

generating the pulses at the -de bias voltage level at the input to the 100 -kilovolt 

insulated electrode. A design was evolved in which a coaxial atmospheric 

pulse-sharpening gap was placed within the high-voltage electrode support. The 

only transmission line between the final pulse and the high-voltage electrode 
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became the mechanical support for that electrode. Thus, very fast impulses 

traveled down the 50 -ohm coaxial support to a termination at the high-voltage 

electrode. This arrangement provided independent control of the amplitude 

and polarity of the impulse voltage and the de bias voltage of the gap. 

MEASURING TECHNIQUES 

Time delays for vacuum sparking were 4etermined from photographs 

of the gap current-time relation obtained for each set of experimental 

conditions. Each frame was calibrated by applying a 100 -Me timing wave 

to the vertical deflection system. The distance between the displacement 

current and spark current rise structures as measured on these photographs 
> 

was taken as the time delay. Values quoted in Table I represent the averaged 

value of a number of photographs for each gap setting. Figure I indicates the 

limit of probable error calculated with respect to the arithmetic mean delay 

as the central value. It should be noted that the distribution in time delays for 

a given electrode spacing is associated with the phenomena of spark break

down rather than the techniques of measurement. The accumulated maximum 

error due to variation in sweep time and measured delays is of the order of a 

few percent, whereas time delays were observed to vary by factors of 5 to 6 

for a given gap setting and fixed applied voltages. 

The transients associated with vacuum sparks were observed to have a 

rise time that varied with gap spacing. Since this rise time can be as short as 

a few millimicroseconds, very wide-band monitoring equipment is necessary 

if an accurate measure of the rise time and delay is to be obtained. At the 

pre sent state of the art, two methods of oscillographic recording are available 

for the study of millimicrosecond transients. The micro-oscillograph
21

, which 

is capable of measuring pulses having rise times of the order of 10-lO sec, is 

·Somewhat inconvenient in that it is generally not possible to vie~ the transient 

until after completio~ of a photographic process. Recent deveiopment of the 

traveling-wave oscilloscope has resulted in an instrument of sufficient band 

width (4 percent loss in response at 1000 me) for these measurements. It 
' 

possesses the additional advantage that transients can be viewed directly on a 

2 em x 2 em fluorescent screen. 
22 

The amplitudes of the current impulses that 

accompany a vacuum spark are limited by the source and plasma impedance and . 
can be quite large if the vacuum gap is shunted by a large capacitor. For the 
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TABLE I 

Tim~ Delay of Vacuurn·sparking 

Lead electrodes 
. -7 

21-kv impulse 10 sec duration 

Gap Spacing Mean Time D-C Bias Peak gradient Gradient-Voltage 
(ern) Delay Voltage (rnegavolts/crn) Prod~ct (mega-

( Millirnicro- (kv) volts /ern) 
seconds) 

.025 6.6 15.6 1. 46 . 053 

. 100 22.3 20.6 . 42 .017 

. 120 19 35.9 . 47 . 027 

. 145 41 46.7 . 47 .032 

0. 012 5 IJ.f parallel capacity of the gap used in these measurements, the amplitude 

of the current impulses was of the order of 100 amperes. Maximum resolution 

was effected in time -delay measurements by applying the current signal direct

ly to the vertical deflection system. The rate of rise of the signal l.nto the 

50.-ohrn impedance was sufficient to drive the trace off the screen in less than 

one rnillirnicrosecond. When the rise structure or the main trend of the cur

rent impulse was studied, coaxial attenuator s of 2 to 50 -decibel attenuation 

were inserted in the signal cable.(cornpare Fig. 5 with Figs. 7 and 8). 

In order to measure the effect of the voltage impulse in ·initiating addition

al sparks, it was necessary to synchronize the time-sampling and scaling 

functions with the impulse -generator trigger. To insure synchronism, the 

sampling period of the gated scaler began several rnillirnicroseconds before 

the impulse was transmitted to the electrodes. While it is possible that back

ground sparks were observed in some few trials, this probability was deter

mined to be vanishingly small (approximately 5 x 10-4 for a microsecond in

terval). It will be noted in Fig. 2 that background sparking does not begin to 

affect the data until the sampling interval is increased to 10
5 

times the one~ 
microsecond sampling interval. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

The probability that a vacuum spark will occur at a given peak voltage 

has been found to be a function of the time dur'ation of the applied impulse. For 

example, when the width of the COf~,Stant...:amplitude voltage impulse was reduced 

from 80 to 3 millimicroseconds, sparks could not be initiated even though the 

de bias voltage was sufficiently high to produce frequent sparking independent 

of the impulse. A finite time is required for an initiating event to occur. Fig. l 

shows this time to be of the order of 5 to 10 millimicroseconds for the 0. 10-cm 

gap and the conditions of Table I. If the voltage impulse is made sufficiently 

short, the probability that an initiating event will occur becomes vanishingly 

smalL For a given pulse width, the probability was found to be a function of 

the peak electric -f_ield gradient. Over the range of electrode spacings investi

gated, sparks could not be produced by the 80-millimicrosecond impulse alone. 

It was always necessary to bias the electrodes to some threshold valu~, approxi

mately equal to that voltage at which the electrodes would spark -naturally, be

fore the impulse wouldbecome effective in producing additional vacuum sparks. 

The production of a vacuum spark was observed to depenp. up_ob. two dis-. 

tinct events. A necessary but not sufficient condition for a spark ~s that an 

initiating event shall occur. Figure 3 shows a typical gap current-time variation 

for such an event which .did not lead to a vacuum spark. The tim~ distribution 

of initiating events fc>llowing the voltage impulse was found to be statistical in 

nature. Figure 1 shows the average time delay and statistical .va.riation of this 

time lag .. It will be noted that this time delay varies directly with the electrode 

spacing and inversely with the peak amplitude of the applied gap vpltage. If a.n 

initiating event occurs, it~ay be followed by a rapid rise in gap current* and 

a low-impedance vacuum spark. The complete event is illustrated by the current-
• 

time photograph of Figure 4. The probability that an initiating .event will be 

followed by an-abrupt rise in gap current was observed to increase with peak 

gradient, wherea·s, for a given fixed peak voltage, the time between the initiat

ing event and the current rise, increased with electrode spacing and exhibited 

a statistical time variation. The absolute value of the mean time delay for a 

* It should be noted that the exponential rise of gap current is necessary but not 
sufficient to result in a vacuum spa:rl(. That is, the magnitude of the current, as 
for example in field emission phenomena, may be insufficient to result in a spark. 
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given electrode spacing and voltage exhibits some variation during the sparking 

history c of the electrodes. Coninuous sparking for otherwise constant voltage 

and gap causes the time lag to increase. The initial increase in delay occurs 

during the first few sparks at a given spacing. After a few hundred sparks an 

equilibrium of delay interval is attained. It is this equilibrium· with its statis

tical variation which is shown in Figure 1. 
( 

When the current signal was applied directly to the traveling-wave de-

flection system of the oscilloscope, it was noted that the abrupt rise in gap 

current corresponding to the initiating event was always preceded by a slowly 

rising current of almost negligible amplitude (by comparison). The duration of 

this continuous rise in current increased with gap spacing and, in fact, was equal 

to the delay between the displacernent-'current structure of the impulse and the 

rapid rise of current corresponding to the initiating event (see Fig. 5). Since this 

low-level current was observed only on those photographs where an initiating 

event was also seen (compare Figs. 5 and 6), it is characteristic of this event, 

L e., this current rise was observed whether or not an initiating event resulted 

in a vacuum spark. 

Figure 7 shows a typical wave form of the gap current-time variation of 

a spark which was ·induced by the de bias voltage alone. The existence of steps 

in the rise structui-e is characterist:lc although not usually res()lved because of 

the current levels involved. Approximately 50 decibels of insertion loss was used 

to confine the main trend of this signal to the limits of the fluorescent screen. 

If Fig. 7 is compared with the current-time variation of a spark induced by the 

impulse generator, as shown in Fig. 8, it will be noted that for the same gap 

spacing, the initial rise structures are essentially identical. Thus, if one 

admits the possibility of a different initiating event for these two cases and assumes 

that similar rise structures correspond to similar spark processes, then at 

least the mechanisms after initiation are the same. The steps in the rise 

structure are probably due to arrival of ions from the anode which both increase 

the radius of curvature of rniCrosccpic irregularities at the cathode arid change the 

effective work function of the surface, layer. If it were not for the abruptness of 

the initiation event, the stepped structure would certainly become lost in the 

continuous emission distribution of electrons from the cathode. The plausibility 

of an ion-electron process during the actual discharge is further illustrated by 

the superposition of two current-rise structures in Fig. 9. Here the gap spacing 

was varied from 0. 07 ern to 0. 7 ern with 400 kilovolts applied to the electrodes 

in both cases. It will be noted that the time required for the current to rise after 
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F i g. 3 -Structure of gap c ur rent versus time showing 
current build-up that did not result in a spark. 
Timing wave l 00 Me. 

UCRL- 22 51 
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Fig. 4 - Initiating event followed by exponential 
current rise resulting in a vacuum spark. 
Sweep length 130 millimicroseconds. 
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the initiating event increases with electrode spacing. Thus it seems necessary 

to conclude that whereas the initiating event is associated with a surface effect, 

the build-up of current is transit-time dependent. One would therefore expect 

a difference between rf and de sparking on the basis of the interaction of the 

angular frequency and ion transit time. That is, sparks should be initiated at 

electrode surfaces where transit time precludes development of the gap-bridging 

luminous discharges. 

A gated scalar was arranged to measure the number of sparks occuring 

atvarious intervals after the impulse was transmitted to the electrodes. All 

sampling intervals started at the time the impulse was applied to the electrodes . 

. It is clear from Fig. 4 that within experimental error no sparks will occur later 
>'< 

than CJre microsecond' after the impulse is applied to the gap. This not only 

·shows that the impulse is responsible for additional sparks but also, and more 

important, it reveals that the total sparking probability becomes vanishingly 

·small after the voltage impulse- -even though sufficient de bias voltage is still 

available to produce a spark. 

DISCUSSION 

Formative time delay and sparking probability will first be considered 

1n terms of Cranbergu s clump hypothesis. If these experimental results des

cribe a particle -initiated breakdown phenomena and one assumes a constant 

average charge-to-mass ratio for these particles, then the square of the transit 

time should be linearly related to the product of the gap spacing and the inverse 

gap gradient. A plot of the average data does not, within the limits of probable 

error, reveal any such dependence. Even if such a relation were evidenced by 

the data, the calculated radius of the hypothetical particle woul~ be of the order 
-10 0 4 8 

of 10 em, 1. e., too small by factors of 10 to 10 . 

It was necessary to adjust the de bias voltage to a value that produced 

aperiodic sparking before the impulse would initiate a spark. Therefore, if 

a charged clump were removed by the 10- 7 -sec impulse, there is sufficient 

applied potential to cause gap transit and spark initiation after the short pulse 

has been dissipated. Now the data accumulated with a variable time-gated scaler 

>!< 
The minimum resolving time of the electronic gate was one microsecond. 
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Fig. 5 - Characteristic current precursor corresponding 
to an initiating event. Timing wave 100 Me. 
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Fig. 6 -Flat current response obtained when initiating 
event does not occur following a voltage impulse . 
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Fig. 7 - Current rise structure in a natural spark. 
Timing wave 100 Me. 
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Fig. 8 - Structure of gap current versus time showing 
initiating event. Note time delay between 
impulse and current rise. 

UCRL-225 1 
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F ig . 9 - G dp sp a cing dependence of curr ent -ri se structure. 

.. 

Sweep l e ngth 1 30 millimicroseconds, 50 db a ttenu
a ti on . 
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clearly demonstrate (Fig. 2) that within experimental uncertainty all the sparks 

initiated by the impulse occur at least within the minimum resolving time of 

the gate. No appreciable increase in sparking rate was observed until the gate 

width was increased 10
5 

times. Here the probability of natural sparks being 

counted approached unity. Thus, one concludes that sparks are initiated under 

conditions where Granberg's clump mechanism cannot explain the experimental 

data. It should be emphasized that this result does not provide a test of this 

mechanism. It merely points out that at least one mechanism is operative in 

initiating a vacuum spark that is not explicable by this very clever hypothesis. 

It may be argued that clumps do not have sufficient time to charge up and become 
-7 . 

detached during the 10 -sec impulse, so that clump- initiated sparking is pre-

cluded. 

An alternate interpretation of the formative time delay data, which also 

agrees with the very short pulse measurements, stems from the more frequently 

encountered explanation of vacuum sparking. If electrons from the cathode 

initiate breakdown by a mechanism that requires anode vaporization, the time 

delays can be shown to be of the order of those measured above. 

Consider the transient solution of the diffusivity equation for the semi

infinite solid with a surface boundary condition of constant energy per unit area 

at the anode. The surface temperature of the anode is given approximately by 

T(o, t) = (2) 
4. 178 K 

where T(o, t) is the time variation of surface temperature for an electrode of 

conductivity K and diffusivity Ji. A constant power of J amps/~m2 
at V volts 

is assumed to impinge on the anode. For lead electrodes, equation (2) reduces 

for the usual values of physical constants to 

T(o,t) = L 6 JVt
1

/ 2 

5 2 
For a gap voltage of 10 volts, a current density of only 20 amp/em will bring 

the surface of the lead electrodes to the melting point in 10 millimicroseconds. 

Current densities of orders of magnitude larger than this are available from 

field-emitted currents. 
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The range of electrode spacings and applied voltage most closely 

approximates the work of Chiles. 
23 

His photographs disclose the appearance 

of a luminous discharge 10 to 50 millimicroseconds before cathode heating is 

observed. Unfortunately; however, no time origin with respect to the applied 

voltage was given. Considering the synchronism required in rotating mirror 

work, it is reasonable to assume that the anode discharge began within 10 to 100 

millimicroseconds after the application of the impulse voltage. That is, the 

phenomena observed with the rotating mirror may all together be considered as 

the visual counterpart of the current-time fuoction observed here with the start 

of the anode discharge corresponding to the current rise corresponding to the 

initiating event. 

The measured time delays involved are several orders of magnitude too 

small to permit the explanation of spark initiation by the Dyke and Trolan 

mechanism. 
24 

Even if a factor of 100 were introduced to allow for patch effect, 

the energy loss due to conduction electrons is so low that calculated time lags 
. -3 -6 

are of the order of 10 or at best 10 seconds. 

While the current-time photographs are in agreement with an ion-electron 

chain reaction build-up of gap current after spark initiation, the failure of the 

3-millimicrosecond pulses to cause an initiating event or even an observable in

crease in gap current argues against the dominance of this mechanism in the role 

of vacuum-spark initiation (unless the multiplying coefficients are assumed to be 

time dependent). 

I 
CONCLUSIONS 

Vacuum sparking has been observed to consist of an initiating event 

followed by a rapid rise in gap current leading to gap breakdown. If an initiating 

event occurs, it may or may not lead to a spark. The time delay from the 

application of the voltage impulse to the current rise of the initiating event 

varies directly with electrode spacing and inversely with applied voltage. The 

measured time delays cannot be reconciled with an initiating event dependent 

upon either clump or cathode heating mechanisms. It may be argued that these 

mechanisms are precluded by the pulse length involved. In either case, sparks . 

were observed and the data are characteristic of a critical gradient rather than 

a critical gradient-voltage producL A description of the initiating event in terms 
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of the ion-electron chain reaction is doubtful, since no current response was ob

served when the pulse width was reduced to 3 millimicroseconds. If one admits 

that anode heating due to field electrons is the dominant mechanism under these 

special experimental conditions, certainly a different mechanism is required to 

explain vacuum sparks in the megavolt range where gradients are too low to 

supply sufficient field electrons. 

On the basis of existing experimental data, it seems best to think of the 

initiation of a vacuum spark in terms of at least four independent and competitive 

processes. The relative probability that any one mechanism will dominate is 

dependent upon experimental conditions such as voitage, wave form, electrode 

spacing, cathode gradient, etc. 
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